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you move through Akhenaton"s period, and the early Phaeronic reigns, as you move from
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1353BC Fall of Akhenaton: Attempt to enter Hyksos-Egyptian King line into Serres-Egyptian
Regenesis Program. Pharaoh Akhenaton fails in his intended Emerald Covenant Mission in
favor of
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Invasion Fall of Akhenaton Fall of Solomon"s Temple Roman Invasion Essene Divide Council
of
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18th Dynasty, Pharaoh Akhenaton, confident of his self-assessed "superior qualities" of being
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Covenant Maharaji assistance), Akhenaton used the substance frequently to enhance his
"psychic vision".
"----"" Chapter-5) Akhenaton, once talented in mind and word, had rendered himself
mentally
"spiritual enlightenment", Akhenaton was unable to ascend to Density-2 incarnational cycles
after
choices during his Akhenaton incarnation.) Akhenaton"s folly provided a demonstrated
testimony to the mishaps
his Akhenaton incarnation.) Akhenaton"s folly provided a demonstrated testimony to the
mishaps of selfignored by, Pharaoh Akhenaton: "If you were so advanced that you could "
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Abraham-David-Moses-AkhenatonJeshewua-9 lineage) Atlantian Adam Kadmon-Nephite
Leviathan Illuminati lines. Jehovian-
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Invasion Fall of Akhenaton Fall of Solomon"s Temple Roman Invasion Essene Divide Council
of
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Abraham-David-Moses-Akhenaton-Jeshewua-9 lineage) Atlantian Adam Kadmon-Nephite
Leviathan Illuminati lines.
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of the Pharaoh Akhenaton/Amenophis IV. At your present point in history all of
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to Amenti PHARAOH AKHENATON Return of the Sphere of Amenti, Birth of Pharaoh
Akhenaton/
Birth of Pharaoh Akhenaton/Amenophis IV, Templar Seal Released From the Annu Races,
Opening
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his name to Akhenaton (1366 BC), and began the Atonist movement within the
the birth of Akhenaton in 1398 BC, the Arc of the Covenant was opened
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PHARAOH AKHENATON later, in 1386 BC the Blue Flame of Amenti descended
High Priest of Akhenaton"s Atonist movement. (Amenophis III died in 1385 BC when
1385 BC when Akhenaton was 13 years old, and Akhenaton served as regent with
years old, and Akhenaton served as regent with his mother Queen Tiy until1370 BC,
in synchronization with Akhenaton"s birth, so they would be in the appropriate places to
the age of24 Akhenaton was taken to the Inner Earth by the Priests ofUr,
age of 31, Akhenaton was instructed to relocate his seat of power from Thebes
el-Amarna allowed Akhenaton and his followers to go about the business of ascension
accessed within minutes. Akhenaton"s purpose in coming to Earth was to ensure the
opening
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in 1374 BC, Akhenaton did not begin ascension practices until 1367 BC, when his
and 1362 BC Akhenaton successfully trained and ascended several thousand people through
the Halls
for mass ascension. Akhenaton is still primarily viewed as a master and revered avatar
andAnnu-Melchizedeks and Akhenaton, Opening the Portals of the Underworld, Closing the
Halls of

BC- 1309 BC Akhenaton successfully practiced the rites of ascension among the Annu
populations
to mount between Akhenaton and the Ur Priesthood when he was instructed to begin
original soul agreement, Akhenaton was to re-enter the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic
field back
this process, but Akhenaton, from the beginning, showed extreme favoritism toward people
of Annu
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PHARAOH AKHENATON of Ur, Akhenaton would allow select Serres to enter into
AKHENATON of Ur, Akhenaton would allow select Serres to enter into the initiation programs
strategic positions within Akhenaton"s inner council, would be permitted to conduct
ascension rites under
of Ur, without Akhenaton"s knowledge of their activities. The Keepers of the Blue Flame
Haremhab, head of Akhenaton"s strategic armies of the north, the head physician of
Akhenaton"s
head physician of Akhenaton"s court and his illegitimate, elder half brother Sabatoth, and his
Flame Melchizedeks among Akhenaton"s ranks, who had originally been sent to support him
in
Earth through which Akhenaton conducted his ascensions, so both groups could fulfill the
ascension
contract, while circumnavigating Akhenaton"s personal character leanings. From 1363 BC to
1362 BC the
inevitable occurred, and Akhenaton discovered the activities of the Keepers of the Blue
Flame,
secrets of Arnenti. Akhenaton"s fourth wife Ankhi had produced a son for Akhenaton in
a son for Akhenaton in 1363 BC, and the child was later secretly taken
an operative within Akhenaton"s ranks, attempting to soften Akhenaton"s wrath toward
those whom he
attempting to soften Akhenaton"s wrath toward those whom he perceived as traitors. In
1362
took place between Akhenaton and the Keepers of the Blue Flame. The confrontation took
beneath Giza, when Akhenaton and his men followed Haremhab through the alternative 87
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Using the Staff, Akhenaton attempted to close the Halls of Amenti. The Flame Holder
to remain open. Akhenaton and Ankhi were held within a duel of energy, with
berween them. Sabatoth, Akhenaton"s unrecognized half brother, retrieved the Rod
instrument from Akhenaton"s guard
Rod instrument from Akhenaton"s guard and activated the second-dimensional frequencies
of the Rod

the Staff from Akhenaton"s grasp, fearing that the power duel taking place would destroy
the ascension of Akhenaton, his first wife Nefertiti and their daughters. This was scheduled
been transferred from Akhenaton to his fourth wife Ankhi and their son, through whom
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PHARAOH AKHENATON be taken. The Sirian Council had arranged for the royal
earthly power, but Akhenaton did not live long enough to fulfill this vision. The
attempted to council Akhenaton following the closing of the Halls of Amenti, but he
the Giza events, Akhenaton was swayed by the Priests of Ur, during physical contact,
of confusion as Akhenaton, fearing treason at every turn, chose to disregard the requests
Priests of Ur, Akhenaton used the Staff to access the alternative portal route to
fragmentation. Sabatoth discovered Akhenaton was using the Halls of Amenti and so he,
going
2 elemental kingdom. Akhenaton and his half brother Sabatoth, and various others of
Cloister
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of these events, Akhenaton grew progressively more disinterested in the common affairs of
Egypt
plans to remove Akhenaton from power brewed heavily within his own legions, promoted
primarily
uncle in sabotaging Akhenaton"s plans. The uncle orchestrated the assassination of Ankhi
and Akhenaton"s
of Ankhi and Akhenaton"s two-year-old son, thereby leaving the issue of heir
his earthly mission, Akhenaton withdrew from social interaction, as General Haremhab,
Sabatoth and others
plan to remove Akhenaton from power to protect Egypt from Akhenaton"s declining rule. In
protect Egypt from Akhenaton"s declining rule. In 1353 BC, with a heavy heart, General
blind eye as Akhenaton"s aged uncle led the final conspiracy, assassinating Akhenaton and
arranging
final conspiracy, assassinating Akhenaton and arranging the temporary succession of
Smenkhkare (husband of
of one of Akhenaton"s daughters, who secretly held a pro-Arnonist outlook) to the
the fall of Akhenaton"s reign in 1353 BC, Sabatoth was imprisoned as a traitor
this child and Akhenaton"s third daughter Ankhesenpaaton. In 1340 BC Smenkhkare was
assassinated by
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PHARAOH AKHENATON elder councilor-priest named Aya, and the capitol was again
prior affiliation with Akhenaton. Some found refuge within the secret ranks of the Serres

the wake of Akhenaton"s clandestine rule. Although Akhenaton was ultimately successful in
re-entering
clandestine rule. Although Akhenaton was ultimately successful in re-entering the Annu
people into
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the misfortunes of Akhenaton"s reign also created a major division within the ranks of
the years following Akhenaton"s demise, the Elohim and Sirian Council began showing their
favoritism
sources suggest that Akhenaton reigned from 1353-1335 BC and place Tutankhamon"s reign
from
1353 BC for Akhenaton"s reign and 1340-1331 BC for Tutankhamon; they request that
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BC, prior to Akhenaton"s reign, within the Hibiru Cloister race in the area of
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Axion Seal during Akhenaton"s reign and were stored in Sirius B, also needed to
the failures of Akhenaton"s campaign, he had successfully reintegrated the Annu peoples
into the
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the events of Akhenaton"s reign, the Elohim did not want knowledge of ET ancestry
a result of Akhenaton"s reign, were 95
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time of Pharaoh Akhenaton, when the Sphere can be returned to Earth core and
26,556-year cycle. Akhenaton was able to open the Halls of Amenti and orchestrate
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BC Fall of Akhenaton: Attempt to enter Hyksos-Egyptian King line into Serres-Egyptian
Regenesis Program. Pharaoh Akhenaton fails in his intended Emerald Covenant Mission in
favor of
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BC- Fall of Akhenaton 906 BC- Fall of Solomon"s Temple 314
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reign of Pharaoh Akhenaton selective, secret star gate "Ascensions" via the Arc passage
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took place in Akhenaton"s Egypt and during the later "Christ Period", were necessarily
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